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DESIRED BY EVERY MAN IN ENGLAND... Raised on the streets of medieval London, Fiona Byrne is
sold into a life of sin, purchased by a powerful nobleman who is as depraved as he is handsome. Under his
wicked tutelage, she becomes England's most desired courtesan: Giselle de Coeur, "The Crimson Lady" - an
extraordinary beauty whose sensual skill is legendary, but whose shame is too painful to bear. After years
under the nobleman's control, Fiona escapes, taking the disguise of a simple seamstress in an effort to live in
peace. But then she is discovered by Braedan de Cantor, a desperate mercenary knight. He threatens to
expose her secret unless she will aid him in finding his sister, who has been debased at the hands of the same
corrupt master. Though she dreads re-entering that dark world, Fiona cannot help but be moved by the daring
stranger's plea - or by the way his compassion and honor stir her heart. LOVED BY ONE MAN ABOVE
ALL... Braedan has suffered disgrace of his own, stripped of his good reputation and cast into the world of
outlaws for seeking vengeance against his sister's defiler. When he searches for the notorious Crimson Lady,
he thinks only to use her knowledge of London's shady underworld to attain justice - but he is not prepared
for the complex and soulful woman he finds, a lady willing to confront her darkest fears for the chance to do
what is right. She captivates his heart and inflames his passions, kindling a fierce desire to protect her from
any threat or harm. Through the strength of their love, Braedan learns to see the world with new eyes. And as
they prepare to defy the powerful forces aligned against them, he vows that he will do anything - enter any
battle and conquer any foe - in order to keep her safe. For this exquisite, courageous woman who holds his
heart and soul embodies the one real truth he has been seeking all his life, offering him a magnificent destiny
they can share together, finally free from the seductive façade of... THE CRIMSON LADY
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From reader reviews:

Wendell Nadeau:

This The Crimson Lady is great reserve for you because the content that is full of information for you who
have always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal it info
accurately using great coordinate word or we can state no rambling sentences in it. So if you are read the
item hurriedly you can have whole information in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward
sentences but tough core information with attractive delivering sentences. Having The Crimson Lady in your
hand like having the world in your arm, data in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no reserve
that offer you world throughout ten or fifteen second right but this guide already do that. So , this is certainly
good reading book. Hello Mr. and Mrs. occupied do you still doubt that will?

Dwight Bailey:

Many people spending their time by playing outside along with friends, fun activity along with family or just
watching TV all day every day. You can have new activity to invest your whole day by examining a book.
Ugh, ya think reading a book can really hard because you have to use the book everywhere? It okay you can
have the e-book, having everywhere you want in your Cell phone. Like The Crimson Lady which is getting
the e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's find.

Earl Parker:

In this particular era which is the greater individual or who has ability to do something more are more
precious than other. Do you want to become among it? It is just simple solution to have that. What you
should do is just spending your time not very much but quite enough to experience a look at some books.
Among the books in the top collection in your reading list is actually The Crimson Lady. This book which is
qualified as The Hungry Mountains can get you closer in becoming precious person. By looking way up and
review this publication you can get many advantages.

Leroy Barker:

A lot of guide has printed but it is different. You can get it by web on social media. You can choose the best
book for you, science, comic, novel, or whatever by simply searching from it. It is called of book The
Crimson Lady. Contain your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed book, it could possibly add your
knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most crucial that, you must aware about publication.
It can bring you from one place to other place.
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